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proshare.plan

THE POWER OF SHARING

PARTNER GUIDE

The power of sharing
For Partners

For Customers

proshare.plan offers a number of time
and cost-saving benefits, including:

When data usage varies month to month,
person to person, businesses need a tariff
that accounts and caters to all data usage
needs and levels – even better if it can
be done under one inclusive tariff.
For Customers, proshare.plan offers
numerous benefits, including:

• Less time on admin, more time for
new business
• Ability to identify and bespoke individual
devices with personal data allowances
• One tariff and one contract to manage

• Peace of mind – that you’re always making
the most out of your allowances
• One tariff to manage and one bill
• Ability to add additional handsets at any time
• Optional alerts and bars to warn you when
you are close to your limits
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proshare.plan
proshare.plan is our answer to business who want
to pool their minutes, texts and data and share them
across multiple handsets.
proshare.plan offers a choice of 14 pooled data options,
including jaw-dropping allowances of 1TB and 2TB,
as well as unlimited1 domestic and Europe Zone2 calls
and texts that can be shared across multiple handsets.

What’s included?
• Unlimited UK and Europe Zone minutes and texts1
• 4G UK and Europe Zone data allowance every month2
• Free O2 to O2 calls
• Receiving a call and voicemail are FREE in the UK
• Optional per-device UK and Europe Zone data allowances1

1

 air usage thresholds apply. Please refer to the Terms & Conditions
F
for more details.

2

 G connectivity is not guaranteed. Fair usage thresholds apply,
4
Please refer to the Terms & Conditions for more details.
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How does it work?
When it comes to data, not everyone uses their phones in the same way each month. proshare.plan is the
best way for an agile business to maximise its data allowance. They choose how much shared data their
business needs, the number of devices, and any specific data user requirements. There’s even the option
to add a range of bolt-ons and added extras.
proshare.plan has a range of standardised shared data options to choose from, which suit the majority
of businesses but if you need a bespoke package, we can tailor proshare.plan to fit your requirements.

Step 1

Step 2

Optional

Choose how many devices you want.

Add your shared pool of data. Ranging
from 10GB to 2TB.

Got a user who needs special
treatment? Not a problem!

proshare.plan comes with a lead
device as standard. You then need
to decide how many additional
devices you want.
Got a new member of the team?
It’s easy to add new handsets to
the account at any time on the
proshare.plan tariff.

GB

Min. users

Max users

10GB

2

20

20GB

2

30

30GB

3

40

40GB

5

50

50GB

6

70

60GB

7

80

70GB

8

90

80GB

10

100

100GB

12

130

150GB

18

190

200GB

25

250

500GB

62

630

1TB

125

1250

2TB

250

2500

As an alternative to using the
pooled data allowance you also
have the option to add fixed data
allowances to individual handsets.
The data is not shared with anyone
else – ideal for people with specific
data requirements.
Choose between these 3 handsetspecific additional data allowances:
• 1GB
• 3GB
• 8GB
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proshare.plan
FAQs
When is proshare.plan available?

Can you add other bolt-ons to proshare.plan?

From 1 April 2019, proshare.plan is available
to all new and renewing customers.

Yes. The full range of standard plan.com
bolt-ons can be added to individual services.
When a bolt-on is added to an individual
service, the bolt-on allowance is not shared
across the other connected services.

How do I choose proshare.plan?
proshare.plan will be available through the
quote builder on the v4 portal from 1 April.
Can a customer change to proshare.plan
from their current tariff?
proshare.plan is only available to new or
renewing customers. The only way to do
this would be for the customer to renew
their contract, which is not always possible
if they’re in the early stages of a contract.
Can you add Data Boosts to proshare.plan
and share the data across all handsets?
No. You can only add Data Boosts to individual
services. When a data boost is added to
an individual service, the Data Boost is not
shared across the other connected services.

Can I to add different Tariff add-ons to different
users on the same proshare.plan deal?
Yes. If a service on the same proshare.plan
deal needs Pro Ireland but another service
needs Pro Traveller or Pro Europe, that’s
not a problem as long as the collective deal
meets the Tariff add-on connection criteria.

Can I add Tariff add-ons to proshare.plan?
Yes. Compatibility is dependent on the number
of services on each proshare.plan deal. If the
service threshold is met, Tariff add-ons can be
added to each selected service during the precontract stage. Tariff add-ons cannot be added
or removed after a service has connected.

What is the proshare.plan Tariff add-on
connection criteria?
Connections on
proshare.plan quote

Pro Ireland

Pro Europe

Pro Traveller

2-9 connections
10-24 connections

Do Tariff add-ons apply to all handsets
on the proshare.plan?
No. Tariff add-ons must be added per service.
Once a Tariff add-on has been added, only that
service will enjoy the Tariff add-on benefits.
These benefits cannot then be shared.

25-49 connections
50+ connections
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Tariff add-ons
For Partners

For Customers

Our range of Tariff add-ons make pro.plan
even more flexible and business-friendly.
The optional roaming and international
calling packages can be added while the
quote for each pro.plan deal is being built.
For partners this means:

As a partner, you can choose to offer
pro.plan customers our Tariff add-on range*,
to help customers connect with the world.
For customers this means:

• More control – you choose how to tailor
each tariff to the needs of the customer
• More sales tools – helping you win
and delight customers
• More solutions – to satisfy even the
most demanding customers

*

Pro Ireland and Pro Europe are incompatible with each other.

• More choice – Between Pro Europe,
Pro Traveller and Pro Ireland, we’ve got your
international and roaming needs covered
• More peace of mind – when travelling
or calling abroad
• More value – compared with out
of bundle charges
• More freedom – Pro Traveller covers
roaming in more than 100 destinations
(including the United Arab Emirates)
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Tariff add-ons
Most tariff ranges on the market include built-in extras that benefit only a minority of customers at the cost
of the majority – and partners get no say in the matter. Not us - with pro.plan, we make our Tariff add-ons
optional, so you can tailor the pro.plan tariff to the specific needs of the customer.

Pro Traveller

Pro Ireland

Pro Europe

Pro Traveller gives you all the benefits of Daily
Explorer, but with four important bonuses:

Pro Ireland gives you unlimited calls and
texts from the UK to the Republic of Ireland.2

Pro Europe gives you unlimited international
calls from the UK to European destinations.2

• More daily data (more than double – 500MB
vs. 200MB)!1

• Unlimited calls from the UK to the
Republic of Ireland

• Unlimited calls from the UK to over
40 destinations within our Europe Zone

• It’s cheaper (£5 per daily activation compared
to £7 per day for Daily Explorer)

• Unlimited texts from the UK to the
Republic of Ireland

• Includes calls to Jersey, Guernsey
and the Isle of Man

• It includes the United Arab Emirates as a
roaming destination (plus Kenya and Tanzania)

• A pro.plan, pro.plan Switch and
proshare.plan exclusiveTariff add-on3

• A pro.plan, pro.plan Switch and
proshare.plan exclusiveTariff add-on3

• There is no 14 day activation limit on
Pro Traveller1

PRO IRELAND GUIDE

PRO EUROPE GUIDE

PRO TRAVELLER GUIDE

Non domestic and daily allowance threshold applies. See Terms and Conditions for more details.
Fair usage thresholds apply. Please refer to the terms and conditions in the Tariff add-on guide.
3
Terms and Conditions apply. Please refer to the Terms and Conditions in the Tariff add-on guide.
1
2
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Tariff add-ons
FAQs
What do I need to know about Tariff add-ons?

How do I add Tariff add-ons in the quote builder?

Tariff add-ons can be built into new and renewing pro.plan
& proshare.plan tariffs while the quote for each proshare.plan
deal is being built. Most tariff ranges on the market include
built-in extras that benefit only a minority of customers
at the cost of the majority – and partners get no say in the
matter. With proshare.plan, we make these add-ons optional,
meaning that partners can tailor the plans to the specific
needs of the customer.

Tariff add-ons can only be added using the blue button
in the quote builder.

Are there any restrictions?

Tariff add-ons pricing
Tariff add-ons are a great way to attract and renew customers
with specific business requirements or get a deal over
the line. Although these are optional extras, they are part
of the core tariff, which means you set the tariff price
based on your requirements and those of the customer.

Yes – they can ONLY be added to new connections and
renewals. They cannot be added or removed after a service
has connected. Tariff options are only available for pro.plan
and proshare.plan customers and are only available with
specific data options (see chart for full details).
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Europe Zone
Roaming in Europe is easier than ever. You can now use your UK allowances when travelling
in the plan.com Europe Zone, at no additional cost*. The plan.com Europe Zone includes:

• Austria

• Guadeloupe

• Netherlands (The)

• Azores

• Guernsey

• Norway

• Belgium

• Hungary

• Poland

• Bulgaria

• Iceland

• Portugal

• Canary Islands

• Isle of Man

• Reunion Islands

• Croatia

• Ireland (Republic of)

• Romania

• Cyprus (Republic of)

• Italy

• Saint Barthélemy

• Czech Republic

• Jersey

• Saint Martin

• Denmark

• Latvia

• San Marino

• Estonia

• Liechtenstein

• Slovakia

• Finland

• Lithuania

• Slovenia

• France

• Luxembourg

• Spain

• French Guiana

• Madeira

• Sweden

• Germany

• Malta

• Switzerland

• Gibraltar

• Martinique

• Vatican City

• Greece

• Monaco

Note that all maritime, satellite and airborne networks are not included, even though they may be based in Europe.
Please see roaming T&Cs for full details about call, text and data usage within the plan.com Europe Zone.

*

Countries in blue indicate the plan.com Europe Zone. Map is for illustrative purposes only.
Please refer to the written list for the destinations included in this package.
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As a plan.com customer, you pay a fixed, monthly contractual amount every month that will change
depending on which tariff you’re on and which allowances you’re enjoying. However, there are exceptions.
Not everything is included in your monthly allowances and you may occasionally need to pay a bit extra.

Additional charges: domestic

Additional charges: roaming

Type

Cost*

Out of bundle usage while roaming INSIDE the Europe Zone

Cost*

Calls to premium & non-geographic numbers

Set by premium & NGN operator

Receiving a call

FREE

Sending an MMS message*

40p per message

Out-of-zone calls e.g. France to Australia

140p per minute

Using data after exceeding your data limit*

4p per MB

3G & 4G data

4p per MB

All other additional usage within the plan.com Europe Zone is based on UK allowances

Please see Terms and Conditions for more details. Prices exclude VAT

*

Prices exclude VAT

*

Additional charges: international
International calls originating in the UK

Cost*

Isle of Man & Channel Islands

45p per minute

Ireland (Republic of)

54p per minute

Out of bundle usage while roaming OUTSIDE the Europe Zone

Cost*

Any call received or made (per minute)

140p

SMS (per message)

40p

Data usage (per MB)

600p
Prices exclude VAT

*

Albania, Algeria, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia & Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Canada, Canary Islands, Croatia, Cyprus (Republic of), Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Faroe Islands, Finland, France, French
Guiana, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Guadeloupe, Hong Kong, Hungary,
Iceland, Italy & Vatican, Kosovo, La Reunion, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malaysia, Malta, Martinique,
Monaco, Montenegro, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, North
Cyprus, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Singapore, Slovak
Republic, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia,
Turkey, USA

125p per minute

Rest of the World (any destination not listed above)

167p per minute
Prices exclude VAT

*

To view our full pricing guide please visit plan.com/pricing
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proshare.plan
Terms & Conditions
These Terms & Conditions form part of the Customer
Guide and are incorporated into the Business
Customer Contract between each Customer
and Plan Communications Limited (“plan.com”).
Calls
If you exceed your monthly call allowance during a
billing cycle, you will pay our standard out of bundle
UK/EU call rates. Call minutes only include UK to UK
and Europe Zone to Europe Zone calls to standard
numbers. Call minutes exclude premium-rate
numbers, which are often used by TV shows, quiz
companies, chat providers and some websites.
Prices are set by the premium operator. Call minutes
exclude non-geographic numbers, which are often
used by call centres and not associated with areas
of the country e.g. 0161 for Manchester. They often
start with 05, 07 or 08. Prices are set by the NGN
operator. Some telephone numbers are operated
by third parties, who connect or forward calls to
another number. There are lots of third-party
services and prices are charged by the third-party
at a higher rate to connect calls. Calls to these nonmobile and call forwarding services are not included
in your inclusive minutes.
International calls and texts
International usage is not part of the standard
tariff and as such, is not included within unlimited
call or unlimited text allowances. International
usage includes calls and SMS that originate in
the UK and are received by services outside the
UK. International calls are charged by the, with a
one-minute minimum call charge. Please see the
pricing guide for more information. International
usage does not include making calls or sending
SMS while abroad (these are classed as roaming
usage, no matter where the call or SMS is received).
International usage does not include calls back to
the UK. If you have an International bolt-on, add-on

or option and exceed your international minutes
or text allowances, international call or text rates
apply. Please check our pricing guide for a detailed
breakdown of these additional charges, which
relate to the destination in which the call or text is
received.
Unlimited calls
Unlimited calls are subject to our fair usage
threshold of 3,000 minutes. We reserve the right to
disable access to this tariff if the policy is breached.
Click here for more information on our Fair Usage
Policy: www.plan.com/fairuse Unlimited calls are
subject to the same terms and conditions that are
set out in ‘Calls’. Texts Text messages (SMS) only
include UK to UK text messages. They exclude
premium-rate numbers, which are often used by
TV shows, quiz companies, chat providers and
some websites. Customers may also be charged
for receiving text messages from premium-rate
numbers. Prices are set by the premium operator.
Unlimited texts
Unlimited text messages (SMS) are subject to our
fair usage threshold of 3,000 text messages. We
reserve the right to disable access to this tariff if the
policy is breached. Click here for more information
on our Fair Usage Policy: www.plan.com/fairuse
Unlimited texts are subject to the same terms and
conditions that are set out in ‘Texts’.
MMS
MMS are not included in our tariff packages. MMS
stands for multimedia message service and a
message is typically generated when you send a
photo or picture. However, an MMS message may
also be generated if you add an emoticon to an SMS,
exceed a certain character limit for an SMS, or based
on your device settings.
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Using your phone as a personal hotspot (tethering)
We do not recommend using your phone or
connected device as a personal hotspot. SIMs on
standard mobile tariffs are designed for calls, texts
and general use such as daily browsing. They’re
not designed for being used as (or in) a mobile
broadband device, as this usually consumes a great
deal of data. When you use your phone as a hotspot,
all devices will be using data from your phone.
Depending on the number of devices connected
and what they’re being used for, your data allowance
could be used up (and exceeded) very quickly. In
addition to this, the reporting of the amount of
data used while tethering is subject to increased
delays, sometimes of several days. This means that
we may not be able to react as quickly to tethered
data use as standard data use. Therefore, any data
alerts and/or bars set up on your account will also
be delayed. This could lead to additional charges on
your account. The reporting of data while roaming
outside the UK can further increase the delay in data
reporting. Due to the increased cost of using data
outside the UK/ EU, we highly recommend that you
avoid using your phone or connected device as a
personal hotspot while roaming.
Data
If you exceed your monthly data allowance, you will
pay our standard out of bundle domestic or roaming
data rates. The reporting of data usage can be
subject to delay. Data reporting is controlled by the
network on which data is being used.
Fair usage
Here at plan.com, we love to provide you with
as many free texts and voice minutes as we can
possibly fit into our tariffs. We strongly believe
that ‘unlimited’ really should mean unlimited when
it comes to call and text bundles. What allows us
to offer these ‘unlimited’ bundles is the result of

detailed customer analysis. This means that,
as long as everyone plays ‘fair’ with their call
and text usage, each individual customer can
benefit from flexible and – more importantly –
unrestricted tariffs. However, there are inevitably
customers who decide to abuse, or accidentally
use, substantially more than their ‘fair share’ of calls
and texts. For this reason, we have to implement
a Fair Use Policy in relation to ‘unlimited’ calls and
texts. This policy applies where the level of usage, or
projected usage, is unreasonable and/or significantly
in excess of what we would expect from a typical
plan.com customer.
Fair Use Threshold
The Fair Use Threshold is set per connection and
is monitored/updated regularly through analysis of
customer usage profiles and trends. We also monitor
where the pro-rated usage is projected to exceed
the Fair Use Threshold within a particular period
or billing cycle. The current limits applicable to all
customer accounts are as follows:
The Fair Use Threshold for proshare.plan is 3,000
minutes and 3,000 texts per service. Assuming
your call and text usage do not exceed our Fair Use
Threshold, there’s nothing to worry about. However,
if your usage or projected usage is above the
monthly threshold that we set, from time to time,
we may have no option but to take action in order to
remedy the situation or prevent the problem from
escalating further.
What happens if I breach the Fair Use Threshold?
If, at the absolute discretion of plan.com, it is our
opinion that your call usage materially exceeds the
Fair Usage Threshold as described above, we may
contact you by email, text, or telephone to advise
you accordingly, but we reserve the right to bar
your service.
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proshare.plan
Terms & Conditions
When we contact you, we will provide you with the
opportunity to rectify the situation by ceasing, or
substantially reducing, your call and/or text usage.
If excessive usage continues, or if for any reason
we reasonably suspect that you are not acting in
accordance with this policy, we reserve the right to
take further action.
Such action may include, but is not limited to:

• Transferring you to a tariff that does not include
unlimited texts or calls

• At our absolute discretion, suspending, modifying
or restricting the use of your services

• Withdrawing access to the service indefinitely
• Termination of contract, which may also include
contractual termination fees
Data usage conditions on proshare.plan tariffs
Tethering

Consistently high data usage

What is roaming?

In order to prevent consistent excessive additional
charges to an account and/or the loss of data
connectivity enforced by optional Spending Limits
and Spending Caps, data usage above 80GB will
be monitored. Consistent high usage – where the
majority of data used by a device over a series of
billing cycles exceeds 80GB – may result in:

‘Roaming’ is when a Service is used outside of
the UK, for example, when you travel to a foreign
country with your mobile phone. Your plan.com
tariff does not include use of your service(s) outside
of the plan.com Europe Zone (“EZ”). Therefore,
using Equipment (e.g. a phone or device such as a
connected tablet or laptop) outside of the UK or EZ
means that you may incur additional charges, other
than those described as part of your tariff, while
using your device.

• Limiting the speed that data can be sent and
received by your device when it reaches 80GB

• Transferring you to a tariff with a lower
data allowance

• At our absolute discretion, suspending,
modifying or restricting the use of your services

• Withdrawing access to the service indefinitely
• Termination of contract for cause in accordance
with clause 24, which may also include contractual
termination fees

Tethering (the sharing of a device as a personal
hotspot) is monitored on our proshare.plan.
Consistent tethering – where the majority of data
used by a device is being shared with other devices
in order to create a wireless network over a series
of billing cycles – may result in:

plan.com APN

• Transferring you to a tariff with a lower data

• Transferring you to a tariff with a lower

allowance

• At our absolute discretion, suspending, modifying
or restricting the use of your services

In order to send and receive data, proshare.plan
services must access data through the plan.com
APN. For information on data settings and APN,
please contact your plan.com partner. Failure
to configure to our APN may result in:
data allowance

• At our absolute discretion, suspending,
modifying or restricting the use of your services

• Withdrawing access to the service indefinitely

• Withdrawing access to the service indefinitely

• Termination of contract for cause in accordance

• Termination of contract for cause in accordance

with clause 24, which may also include contractual
termination fees
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with clause 24, which may also include contractual
termination fees

Roaming usage
Equipment is ‘being used’ while abroad when one or
more of the following events take place:
Data is accessed by your device. This may happen
as soon as a device (“Equipment”) connects with
a foreign network provider. plan.com will charge
you a fixed standard per MB rate for this data usage
without an applicable roaming data bolt-on. To
prevent this, either mobile data must be turned off,
roaming data must be turned off, the Equipment
must be in Flight Mode and/or the Equipment must
be turned off. PLEASE NOTE: Data can be accessed
by your Equipment as soon as it is turned on, or
Data access is enabled having been previously
disabled. Data is not limited to specific apps being
opened e.g., Facebook, an internet browser or
Spotify. Background tasks often access data on
your Equipment without your specific interaction.
Therefore, your Equipment may be sending or
receiving data simply by being turned on.
A call is made or received. In order to make or
receive a call, your Equipment will automatically
attempt to connect to a foreign network provider.
The third-party will fulfil this call request. You can
prevent calls from being received while abroad by

keeping your Equipment in Flight Mode, or asking
for an incoming call bar to be applied. plan.com will
charge you a fixed standard per minute rate for this
usage (see pricing) unless the usage is bundled with
a roaming voice bolt-on.
A text message is sent. As above, this Service
will be fulfilled by a foreign network provider and
plan. com will charge you a fixed rate per text
(see our pricing guide) unless the usage is bundled
with a roaming SMS bolt-on. Multimedia Messages
(MMS) are not covered by roaming bolt-ons and
are priced accordingly.
Roaming add-ons & bolt-ons
To help control costs while roaming, roaming
add-ons and bolt-ons can be applied to a service.
There are a variety of daily and monthly add-on and
bolt-ons available, which provide additional data,
calls and/or texts allowances while roaming for a
fixed daily or monthly charge, and cover a variety
of different roaming destinations. To find out more,
please visit our roaming bolt-ons guide.
Roaming calls
Roaming calls are calls that are made from a Service
while roaming, or received by a Service while
roaming. Calls made to the UK while roaming are
classed as roaming calls. Please note that calls
made from the UK to non-UK destinations are never
classed as roaming calls.
These are classed as international calls and charged
at separate fixed rates, specific to your tariff. They
are not covered by the majority of roaming bolt-ons.
You may be charged for receiving a call while not in
the UK/EZ. The amount charged is related to the
destination in which the call is received, and the
duration of the call. Please see our pricing guide
for more information.
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Calls made and received while roaming will either be
charged at a fixed per minute rate, which relates to
the destination in which the call is made or received
or deducted from your bolt-on allowance(s). For
example, if you receive a 30-minute call from the
UK while roaming in Canada, you will be charged the
appropriate amount for receiving a 30-minute call,
or 30 minutes will be deducted from your daily or
monthly roaming bolt-on allowance(s). Calls made
to premium-rate numbers such as support lines
or competition lines may be subject to additional
charges, which are set by the third-party provider.
Roaming texts
Texts sent while roaming are charged at a standard
roaming rate (please see our pricing guide for
more information). Texts made to or received from
premium rate numbers such as a support line or
competition line may be charged, with prices are
set by the third-party provider.
Roaming data
If you do not have a roaming bolt-on or you exceed
your daily bolt-on allowance(s), you will be charged
our standard out of bundle roaming data rates. Note
that data usage in or outside the EZ is charged at
£6 per MB and we strongly recommend disabling
data before connecting to a foreign network if you
do not have a roaming data bolt-on or your bolt-on
allowance is exceeded. See our pricing guide for
more information.
The reporting of data usage can be subject to delay.
Data reporting is controlled by the network provider
on which data is being used and it is beyond the
control of plan.com with regards to when the foreign
network provider releases this information.
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Roaming in the plan.com Europe Zone

Non-domestic use limitations

Maritime, satellite and airborne networks

Customers with tariffs and bolt-ons that include
UK allowances may use their UK allowances when
roaming in the plan.com Europe Zone (EZ). Usage
in these destinations will be deducted from your
tariff allowances. For example, our proshare.plan
20GB tariff customers will enjoy unlimited calls and
texts as well as 20GB of shared data to use in the
UK and EZ. If you use 500MB in France, 500MB will
be deducted from your proshare.plan 20GB shared
data bundle. EZ usage that exceeds standard tariff
allowances will be charged at the same additional
charge rates that apply to the UK.

Roaming in the EZ is intended for people who
occasionally travel outside the UK where they live
or have stable links i.e. they work or study there.
It’s not meant to be used for permanent roaming.
As long as you spend more time at home than
abroad, or you use your Equipment more at home
than abroad, you can roam freely at domestic prices
when travelling anywhere in the EZ. We reserve the
right to check your usage patterns to determine
if you might be abusively using your EZ roaming
(regulated roaming services at domestic price).
If you spend more than two months abroad out
of four months, and if you have consumed more
data abroad than at home over this time, we may
send you an alert. Once the alert is received, you
will have two weeks to clarify the situation. If you
continue to remain abroad, we reserve the right
to apply surcharges (equivalent to wholesale
roaming caps, agreed on 31 January 2017).

Maritime, satellite and airborne networks are not
included in any plan.com tariff or bolt-on allowances,
even though they may be based in one of our
roaming zones. plan.com cannot be held responsible
for Equipment accessing these networks and is not
liable for any additional charges that are incurred
from Equipment using these networks, even if
accidental. Please take extra care when travelling
off-land or within areas not covered by mobile
operators. We suggest putting your device into
off roaming data on your device.

The following usage is included with the UK tariff
allowance:

• All data usage in the EZ
• Calls and texts back to the UK from an EZ
destination (including voicemail retrieval)

• Calls and texts within an EZ destination,
e.g. Spain to Spain

• Calls and texts from one country to another where
both are in the EZ, e.g. Spain to Germany (except
where calls or texts originate in the UK – these are
still regarded as international calls/SMS)
The following usage is excluded from the UK tariff
allowance:

• Calls and texts from the UK to destinations in the
EZ will not be included in UK Tariffs – these are
International calls/texts

• Calls and texts from in the EZ to a non-EZ
destination, e.g. Spain to the USA are classified as
Out of Zone Calls/Texts and subject to fixed per
minute/SMS charges

Roaming near borders
While roaming in countries that border with other
destinations that fall outside the region or zone
(e.g. The Republic of Cyprus, which borders with the
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus), it is possible
for a roaming mobile phone to connect with a mobile
mast in the neighbouring country. In the example of
Cyprus and Turkey, voice, text and data charges are
set at the higher, non-EZ rates. When it comes to
data usage, this can be up to £6 per MB. This is also
true of maritime, satellite and airborne networks.
plan.com is not able to control which network your
Equipment connects to. For this reason, we are not
liable for any additional charges that are incurred.

• All calls and texts to Premium/Non-Geographic
numbers are not included, neither are texts
received from premium rate numbers
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When it comes to
business mobile
and telecoms, we
set the standard
If you’re a UK business, no matter how big or small, we
can provide everything you need to keep your business
connected and in control of its handsets.
If you’re reading this, one of our business partners will
already be working closely with you. Using our awardwinning online portal, they will help shape the best tariffs,
bolt-ons and services for your business, and provide
day-to-day support if and when it’s needed.
As a plan.com customer, you will enjoy all the benefits of the
O2 network and its outstanding UK coverage. In addition,
we’ll give you my.plan – an online portal that provides live
information about your account and handsets that is beyond
anything that any network is able to deliver.
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